
I have my boats, lifts and docks out 
of the water in preparation for winter 
weather.  Fall provides small game 
and deer hunting, while winter offers 
ice fishing, snowmobiling and cross-
country skiing. However, in my opinion, 
nothing beats summer and boating. It 
has been a truly wonderful summer 
and with luck, we’ll have another just 
like it next year.

Appreciation and praise for a job 
well done is due to our boat inspectors 
for their hard work this summer. I’ve 
attached a picture, which you might have a hard time recognizing, showing zebra mussels 
attached to a boat that was planning to launch into Big Sandy. A more complete article is in the 
newsletter, but I wanted to recognize the inspector’s attention to detail in catching this potential 
problem.

I’ve read a number of articles in the past few months that referred to the terrible condition of 
the lakes in the southern half of Minnesota due to chemicals being washed into them. These 
articles remind me that lakeshore owners have a responsibility to do what we can to help protect 
our lake from these same issues. Our website (bslassociation.org) has a lot of information about 
protecting the lake, and I’d like to remind you of a few that are vital:

Maintain your septic system – If it leaks or backs up, call a service to have it pumped or fixed 
without delay.

Do not burn anything (leaves, weeds, wood) near the water - The ashes contain phosphorus 
that can wash into the lake. 

If you feel you must use fertilizer, be sure to use “0” (zero) phosphorus fertilizer. Watch for 
places where water running into the lake makes gullies and washes sand, etc. into the lake. Do 
whatever you can to divert the rushing water, so that any chemicals in the water can settle out 
before entering the lake. 

Meanwhile, break out the rakes and have fun with your fall clean-up. Please do remember that 
you can take your leaves and other yard trash to the yard waste disposal site near the Shamrock 
Township Town Hall.

I wish you all a wonderful Thanksgiving, winter and holiday season.
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New BSLA Website Coming in January
The BSLA is preparing to release a new website with an updated look and format. This 

site will replace the current one at bslassociation.org, and will be organized to make it easy 
to locate information on issues of interest to the Big Sandy Lake community.  

The annual membership renewal forms to be mailed in January will include the address 
of the new website and will also be posted on the BSLA Facebook page. The new website 
is designed to be easy to modify, so your comments and suggestions will be welcome. 
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WHEW!! That was a close one!!
by Steve Hughes, Aitkin County SWCD, and AIS Coordinator

As summer has passed and fall is rapidly sliding toward winter, it is time to step back and reflect on Aitkin County’s first 
year of actively battling aquatic invasive species (AIS).  

Most of you know that the State of Minnesota has made available $10,000,000 (that’s 10 million dollars) for counties to 
implement a program to stop or slow the spread of AIS. This is a huge task, given the 15,291 lakes in Minnesota, not to 
mention the thousands of miles of rivers and streams. A large number of public and private accesses exist and we welcome 
the use and enjoyment of these priceless water resources. However, more water bodies are identified each year with AIS, 
such Eurasian Water Milfoil, Spiny Waterflea, Curly-leafed Pondweed, and the dreaded Zebra Mussel. So how do we stop 
or slow the spread of AIS?

Aitkin County has eagerly jumped into the AIS battle. Our annual share of the $10,000,000 is about $277,000. In 2015 we 
assembled an AIS committee, purchased 3 decontamination units, worked with numerous lake associations on educational 
materials, completed a lake risk assessment, and implemented a watercraft inspection program on most of the major lakes 
in the county.

This article is a celebration of one inspector’s efforts to keep one infected AIS-carrying boat from entering one of our 
beautiful lakes, Big Sandy.

In early September on a Friday afternoon, Kyle Daun settled into his assignment for the weekend: to conduct boat 
inspections at the Big Sandy boat access located just off Highway 65, across the river from Zorbaz Restaurant. A line of 
three boats came in, and the boat owners prepared to launch their boats. 

As Kyle introduced himself to the first boat owner, he learned that the man was up to do some fishing, and had recently 
left the Mississippi River near Lake Pepin in southeast Minnesota. That stretch of the Mississippi is known to have invasive 
species, including zebra mussels. Kyle proceeded around the boat and noted that the boat plug was out — good — no 
visible vegetation — good again — but when he looked under the boat he noticed a concentration of zebra mussels 
attached near the back of the boat (see the Kyle’s photo of this boat, on the front page of this newsletter). He described 
the area as about 6 feet long and 3 feet wide. This triggered an immediate denial of launch and a requirement that the boat 
owner go directly to a decontamination station. The owner was sent to Willey’s Marine, just a short distance away. Kyle 
called his Supervisor, Lynn Pribbenow, who relayed the message to a Conservation Officer.

This one boat had the potential to contaminate all of Big Sandy Lake and all the waterbodies connected to Big Sandy. The 
boat owner was fined $500 for transporting aquatic invasive species.  

To quote Conservation Officer Robert Gorecki, “I have no doubt, that if Kyle wouldn’t have been there, live zebra mussels 
would have been introduced to one of your county’s finest lakes and would have irreparably changed the lake for the worse.”

Aitkin County will continue and expand our inspection and education efforts in the hope that any and all contaminated 
boats will be prevented from launching, and that ultimately all lake users will understand the importance of stopping the 
spread of AIS. We can all work together to protect our lakes for future generations. 

Anyone interested in becoming a paid boat inspector is encouraged to call Steve Hughes at (218) 927-6565 for more 
information.

WHEW — that was a close one, but everyone involved followed their training and did their jobs well. A potential disaster 
was avoided.  Let’s all continue to work together to Clean, Drain, and Dry and stop the spread of aquatic invasive species!



Bad News and Good News about the 
Enbridge Pipeline Corridor            by Janet Hill

The Enbridge rollercoaster ride continues. For the time being — and this could 
change any day now — everything is on hold with the proposed pipeline corridor, 
until further notice. 

On September 14th, the Minnesota Court of Appeals ordered that an Environmental 
Impact Statement (EIS) must be done before the Sandpiper project can move forward. As a result of this decision, the Line 
3 Administrative Law Judge also put the Line 3 project on hold until further notice. 

In mid-October, Enbridge and the Minnesota Public Utilities Commission (PUC) both appealed to the Minnesota Supreme 
Court for “further review” of the September 14th ruling. Then, in a sudden turnaround, on October 30th, Enbridge filed a 
comment with the Minnesota Public Utilities Commission supporting an Environmental Impact Statement (EIS). If the EIS 
is done properly and comprehensively, and overseen by an environmental agency such as the DNR or Minnesota Pollution 
Control Agency, this could be good news. But skepticism remains about what Enbridge is doing. We will support the EIS 
as long as it’s properly done: it must include an assessment of system alternatives and alternate routes and a full risk 
assessment for potential oil spills, and it must allow for public input.

Enbridge is sending press releases to local newspapers, claiming that if we continue to delay the Sandpiper pipeline, we 
will continue to see oil trains roll through Minnesota. But Enbridge’s own attorney, Christine Brusven, admits that oil trains 
will not decrease if the pipeline is built. Enbridge will simply be able to ship more oil if they have a pipeline in addition to 
trains, and we all will bear the environmental costs. 

If you are concerned about the prospect of a new pipeline corridor running between McGregor and Big Sandy Lake, 
crossing the Sandy River (which flows in to Big Sandy Lake) and crossing the width of the Sandy Lake watershed, please 
get involved. We need all hands on deck: we all need to keep writing to the governor, our senators, the Minnesota Pollution 
Control Agency, the Minnesota Environmental Quality Board, the DNR, and the PUC, reminding them that our valuable 
lakes and rivers deserve a full and comprehensive Environmental Impact Statement. It’s not enough for just a handful of us 
to write letters, we need everyone to write. To those who have been writing, thank you for helping protect Big Sandy Lake! 

Writing letters makes a difference. On October 23rd, Senator Al Franken and ten fellow senators sent a letter to Secretary 
of State John Kerry, inquiring into the State Department’s role in the quiet approval of a scheme by Enbridge to pump tar 
sands across the Canadian border without presidential approval. Thanks to those who wrote and helped bring this scheme 
to the senators’ attention.

We will update the BSLA website, Facebook page, and this newsletter with new information as it becomes available. If you 
have questions, or need advice on letter writing, please contact Janet Hill at janethillnew@gmail.com.

Fall a Good Time to Inspect Docks and Lifts
By Ben Gisselman
As we get on with the chore of removing our docks and 

lifts from the water for the season, the task presents a great 
opportunity to look for invasive species and in particular, 
zebra mussels which would attach themselves to docks and 
lifts which have been submerged for several months. 2015 
has seen a number of Minnesota lakes become infested 
with zebra mussels: Big Cormorant, Clearwater, Fish Trap, 
Forest Lake, Ida, parts of the Red River, Ruth, Stella, 
Sylvia, and Washington lakes.  Fortunately, with everyone’s 
cooperative efforts, Big Sandy is not on that list.  Prevention 
of course is the best tool but so is quick response and 
potential treatment if an infestation is found.  

People should look on the posts, wheels and underwater 
support bars of docks and lifts, as well as any parts of boats, 
pontoons and rafts that may have been submerged in water 
for an extended period. In newly infested waters, adult 
zebra mussels may not be abundant and there may only 
be a few mussels on a piece of equipment. On a smooth 
surface, juvenile mussels feel gritty, like sandpaper. Your 
observations will provide invaluable information in tracking 

the distribution of invasive species – and provide an 
opportunity to rapidly respond if new infestations are found.

If you suspect a new infestation of zebra mussels or other 
aquatic invasive species, note the exact location, take a 
photo, and collect a specimen for positive identification.  
Call 888-646-6367, or contact a local DNR Aquatic Invasive 
Species specialist or a fisheries office.



By Ben Gisselman

As many of you already know, Big Sandy has been chosen as the site for the 2016 Governor’s Fishing Opener. The four 
day event will be held Thursday, May 12th through Sunday May 15th, 2016. It has never been held before in the McGregor 
area in its 67 year history so this is an exciting event for our area.  

The event will be headquartered at Big Sandy Lodge, although activities will be hosted at a number of different locations 
throughout the event. The lakes involved include Big Sandy, Horseshoe, and Minnewawa. The event is organized in 
partnership between the McGregor Area Chamber of Commerce, Explore Minnesota, and local businesses and volunteers. 
Below is a list of frequently asked questions and answers regarding this event each year:

What is the Governor’s Fishing Opener? The Opener event has been a tradition since 1948, designed to improve 
the state’s economy through development of Minnesota’s recreation and tourism industry. It’s a great part of Minnesota’s 
outdoor heritage tradition.

Why host the Governor’s Fishing Opener? To showcase the McGregor community and all its natural resources to 
attending media representatives and the public, thereby  attracting tourism to our community which in turn benefits local 
businesses and schools.  

Who attends the GFO? Invited guests include representatives of local and national media, local businesses, sponsors, 
the Governor and Lieutenant Governor and staff, and other political representatives.  

How many invited guests are expected? 325

Is the community invited to the events? Yes! On Friday, May 13 from 4:00 - 7:00pm there will be a community picnic in 
downtown McGregor that is open to the public.

Who goes fishing? The Governor and Lt Governor and invited media and guests have an opportunity to register for the 
fishing event to be taken out fishing on a local lake by a fishing host. 

What is a fishing host?  A fishing host is a volunteer who takes 
out any of the potential 225 guests and media who will go out fishing 
on the opener, including the Governor and Lieutenant Governor. 
Fishing hosts provide their own boats, and act as sort of fishing 
guides and ambassadors to the local area. Those who volunteer to 
be fishing hosts will be invited to some events not open to the public, 
including the fishing host dinner at Minnesota National Golf Course 
on Thursday May 12th.  

How do I become a fishing host? It’s really a very fun part of 
the event! Contact Ben Gisselman at 612-987-1770 or ben@
gisselmanlaw.com to volunteer.

Who pays for the Governor’s Fishing Opener? The event is 
primarily paid for by corporate sponsorship and in-kind donations 
from local businesses. Many local businesses will provide amenities 
like lodging, for example, that they will not be compensated for.  

I’m worried about invasive species with so many boats on the 
water. What will be done about that? Most fishing hosts reside 
either as a cabin owners or residents of the lakes being fished and, 
therefore, the boats used are local boats from local waters.  A very 
limited amount of boats will be trailered in from outside areas. There 
will be educational opportunities for adults and youth from the MN 
DNR regarding aquatic invasive species as well as checkpoints by 
the DNR.

The Big Sandy Lake Association plans to participate by having a 
presence at events and promoting the importance of good stewardship 
to the lake and to water quality in our area.  

 

  
To Whom It May Concern, 
 
It is with great pleasure to be sending this letter to you on behalf of the McGregor Area expressing our enthusiasm 
on being selected as the host site for the 2016 Governor's Fishing Opener on Big Sandy Lake! We are very 
excited and committed to be a part of this spectacular event and are confident we will provide you with a superb 
four days of hospitality and professionalism as we carry on the Minnesota Tradition.  
 
The Governor's Fishing Opener attracts a multitude of media members ranging from television, newspaper, radio, 
and outdoor & travel press. The Governor, Lt. Governor, and staff will have strong representation along with state 
elected officials. Corporate members participate right along with press and elected officials.  
 
The 2016 GFO planning team would like to invite your organization or business to join us as an official sponsor. 
Attached you will find the sponsorship program outline and the numerous benefits the sponsorship will bring to 
your organization or business to include recognition, attendance, to media exposure. There is an array of options 
for you to choose from that will best suit your organization or business. 
 
Please consider joining us for what is to be considered the greatest tourism media event in Minnesota.  We look 
forward to working with you and with much pride and excitement are ready to bring you a fishing opener to 
remember in McGregor!  
 
Please return the completed sponsorship commitment form to: 
 
McGregor Area Chamber of Commerce/GFO 
C/O Sponsorship Chair, Mike Kruse 
PO Box 68 
McGregor, MN  55760 
 
Or Scan and Email to Mike Kruse at: mkrusempg@frontiernet.net 
 
We look forward to hearing from you soon. 
 
Kind Regards, 
 
 
 
Lisa Kruse 
2016 Governor's Fishing Opener Chair 
llkruse@mcgregor.k12.mn.us 
651-270-9203 
 
 

Thank You
Please be sure to support the 

following business members of the 
Big Sandy Lake Association. 

We appreciate them all!

McGregor Realty & Property 
Management

Willey’s Sport Shop and Spirits
Aardvark Septic

Big Sandy Lodge and Resort
Christian Realty North, Inc.

Dean Masonry and Concrete
EyeCare Center of McGregor

Floe International
Independent School District #4

Lake Country Power
Meyer’s Service Center

Nistler Plumbing and Heating
Tamarack Pest Control
Thrifty White Pharmacy

Willey’s Marine
Zorbaz on Big Zandy

Big Sandy Camp and Retreat Center
Grand Timber Bank



This issue we thought it would be fun to take a peek through 
the large end of the telescope to look back and see how 
visitors and tourists enjoyed Big Sandy Lake 75 years ago. 

This brochure from my family’s resort, circa 1940, clearly 
show folks expected a good deal less than they do today! There 
was no indoor plumbing; the lodge and cabins were serviced 
by hand water pumps and concrete-vaulted outdoor privies 
with Ladies and Men doors. (The REA, i.e. electricity, did not 
arrive on our side of the lake until 1948.) Still, the rentals were 
quite reasonable, even by the standards of the day. A party of 
six, boat and oars included--bamboo poles were available at 
the office for free for those who wanted to fish from the shore, 
could stay a week in the Wanigan cabin for just fifteen dollars! 

The “ice furnished” mentioned in the copy was not the kind 
that comes out of your kitchen freezer. Ice boxes were still 
used for refrigeration; the family harvested ice blocks from 
the Prairie River Flowage during the winter and stored it in 
the open-roofed Ice House. The sawdust packed around 
the blocks kept them frozen all the way into September. We 
were still harvesting ice as late as the mid-1950s.

The way folks recreated on pre-war Sandy was very 
different than it is today. There were 40 to 50 both small and 
large resorts that dotted the lake, rivers, and flowages, with 
only a handful of individual cabin owners. Nearly all visitors were hunters and fishermen; the concept of pleasure boating 
and operating individual water craft was virtually unknown. Nearly all the serious fishermen came to our camp with a small 
gas-powered Evinrude in their car’s trunk--most resorts provided deep-hulled wooden boats (they were terrifically heavy; 
one of my camp jobs during the late 50s and early 60s was to tip them over after rainstorms to remove the water). 

Visitors did enjoy one major advantage over today--the fishing was much better, especially big northern pike, almost 
certainly due to the lack of pressure on the lake.

While we have many more ways to enjoy the lake today, there was something special about those “roughing it” vacations. 
Many of our guests were regular customers, returning year after year. Several parties traveled from as far away as southern 
Indiana, driving nearly a thousand miles just for the chance at a mess of Minnesota walleye or northern pike. It was a real 
adventure and the highlight of their entire year.

Change the Time of the BSLA Board Meeting?
There have been some comments on our Big Sandy Lake Association Facebook page, about the possibility of changing 

the time of the monthly board meeting to better accommodate people who would like to be on the BSLA board. 
Our monthly meetings are currently held the second Friday of each month at 8:30 a.m. at Grace Lutheran Church. This is 

admittedly a tough time to attend for people who live in the Cities and work on weekdays. The result is a very “gray” board, 
as most on the BSLA board are retired. We could use some fresh energy! 

This issue isn’t as easy to solve, however, as one might hope. The only reasonable options for which day to meet are 
Fridays or Saturdays. Saturday meetings could be tough for a quorum to attend on busy summer weekends. Also, if we 
change the meetings to Saturdays, we will lose our meeting space at the log church. (We can, however, meet at the 
township building instead, so this is solvable.)

Timing of meetings is also hard to pin down: if we hold a meeting too late in the afternoon, it could last into the dinner hour. If we 
hold a meeting too late in the morning, it could last through the lunch hour. Evening meetings are generally not popular. We aim 
to please, though, and we came up with a few options to mull over:

 •  Friday afternoons at 2:00 at the Log Church
 •  Friday mornings at 9:00 (to allow a little more driving time from the Cities) at the church
 •  Friday mornings at 8:30 (our current setup) at the church
 •  Saturday mornings at 9:00, at the township building
 •  Other (make a suggestion)
If you would consider being on the BSLA board if the board meeting were changed, please email us at bsla@bslassociation.org, 

or comment on our Facebook page, or mail your opinion to BSLA, P.O. Box 21, McGregor, MN 55760. We will discuss the results 
at our December board meeting. It’s up to you, BSLA members: please tell us what to do to make it easier for you to join our board.

Did You Know...?
By Robert O. Harder



Are We Loving Our Lakes To Death?
At the September board meeting of the Big Sandy Lake Association, we were honored to have Tom Watson, President of 

the Whitefish Area Property Owners Association (WAPOA), as our guest speaker. He shared the issues the Whitefish Chain 
is facing, similar to what Big Sandy is facing: invasive species, pipeline threats, runoff. On Big Sandy we have the mining 
issue looming as well. All of these issues threaten our water quality.

Watson made the point that the quality of our lake water drives our local economy, asking the question, “If the water in Big 
Sandy Lake were suddenly declared unsafe for swimming, what effect that would have on local businesses?” It’s clear that 
if we fail to protect the water quality in Big Sandy, we risk not only our lake, but also property values and our local economy.

In June 2003, a study by the Mississippi Headwaters Board and Bemidji State University researched how water quality 
of Minnesota lakes located in the Mississippi Headwaters Board region (including Aitkin County) affects lakeshore property 
prices. The study found that:

 •   The higher the water quality, the higher the property values.
 •   Changes in lake water clarity will result in millions of dollars in property values - 
   lost or gained -  in this region of Minnesota.  

Clearly, even if only for economic reasons (ecological and health reasons 
are a given) it is important to protect the water quality of Minnesota’s lakes.

Additionally, a 2007-08 study by the University of Minnesota Extension/
Tourism center was done on the economic impact of travel and tourism. They 
found that tourists come to north central Minnesota because of:

 •  Water quality
 •  Large bodies of water
 •  Recreation during vacation and weekends
 •  Fishing, boating (and snowmobiling)
 •  Quality of life issues

It’s the Minnesota and Upper Midwest “thing.” Travel and tourism are 
significant contributors to business sales, employment, and taxes in 
Minnesota.

The travel/tourism industry in Minnesota, based largely on our reputation 
as The Land of 10,000 Lakes, had $13 billion in gross sales in 2013 (the 
most recent year for available data). Aitkin County alone had 487 jobs in the 
tourism industry in 2013, $19 million in gross sales, and tourism brought in 
nearly $1.4 million in sales taxes. 

The greatest concern of central Minnesota’s property owners regarding 
development and the future are environment and water quality. If we impact our water quality, it will impact economic 
development, which in turn affects jobs, local business, state and local tax revenue.

Watson said that property owners on northern lakes often “don’t count” with local politicians, because the property owners 
don’t vote in the districts where they have vacation property. This has to change. We need to work with the legislature to make 
policy changes at the state and local levels, so that you, as a property owner on Big Sandy Lake, have a say in how we treat 
the lake. Remember: if water quality goes down, property taxes go up. We need to make this clear to our local representatives. 

When it comes to water quality, Watson concluded, one more aquatic invasive species, one more pipeline, one more mine, 
one more lakeshore development may tip the scales for any given lake. No one in Aitkin County, and no one in Minnesota, 
can afford be cavalier about water quality. 

Watson co-authored the opinion piece that appeared in the August 7th Star Tribune, titled “From Runoff to Ruin,” about 
the deterioration of Minnesota’s lakes. (startribune.com/from-runoff-to-ruin-the-undoing-of-minnesota-s-lakes/321099071/)) 
According to the map in the article (shown on this page with the proposed route of the Sandpiper pipeline corridor), Big 
Sandy Lake is among the “salvageable” lakes in Minnesota. These are the lakes that aren’t yet too polluted to save. Watson 
also wrote an excellent commentary in the Minneapolis Star Tribune titled “Take Time to Get Sandpiper Pipeline Route 
Right” (http://www.startribune.com/take-time-to-get-sandpiper-pipeline-route-right/333387681/).

Aitkin County Shoreland Homeowner’s Guide
The Aitkin County Soil and Water District recently published the Aitkin County Shoreland Homeowner’s Guide to Lake 

Stewardship, which contains helpful advice on how to keep our lake as clean as possible. If you haven’t yet received 
your copy, contact Janet Smude at the Aitkin County Soil and Water District (218.927.6565). The guide offers tips 
for reducing runoff from your property into the lake, and also has instructions for planting rain gardens, installing rain 
barrels, and composting.



A Fresh Idea to Protect Big Sandy
Concern for the McGregor area lakes and the current management structure protecting these lakes was brought to 

the attention of the BSLA board at our October meeting by Curt Sparks. Sparks explained that funding for cleanup and 
protection from outside sources of pollution and introduction of aquatic invasive species (AIS) cannot be addressed by 
current management structures.  

Since its establishment in the 1980s, the BSLA has continued to work on cleaning up sources of phosphorus that cause 
impairment of the Big Sandy Lake. In addition, not only Big Sandy but all McGregor area lakes are facing an increasing 
threat of the introduction of AIS. Watershed managers like Sparks are struggling to address AIS epidemic while implementing 
watershed area cleanup projects for reducing nutrients that cause lake pollution. Sparks explained that funding is currently 
lacking in the fight that needs to be waged against the threats facing our lakes.  

The funding for the implementation of the Big Sandy plan to reduce nutrient pollution over the next 20 years is estimated to 
be over $10 million. Currently, grants are the major source of funding for this program, and those require at least 25% local 
funding.  There is no structure in place to raise $2.5 million to do this Sparks explained. Now, with AIS at our back door, a 
fund is needed to fight the AIS war.  

Sparks, retired from his engineering business where he managed several watershed management entities, now sits on 
the Citizens Advisory Commission for the Comfort Lake Forest Lake Watershed District (CLFLWD), where he once served 
as the engineer.  “The CLFLWD has a 1.6 million reserve fund and assesses $800,000 per year for similar that Big Sandy 
needs. Forest Lake and Big Sandy lakes are of similar sizes and need the same services,” he explained.  Sparks estimates 
that a $250,000 budget is needed.

Sparks spoke about the current Joint Powers Organization (such as the Big Sandy Lakes Area Watershed Management 
Project) and the Watershed District organizations authorities and capabilities. He also reviewed some of the challenges to 
forming such organizations. While he praised the landowners on Lake Minnewawa, Sparks did not talk about the Minnewawa 
Lake Improvement District (LID) organization structure because he explained that a LID serves a different purpose than the 
watershed area program needed for Big Sandy.  

Sparks concluded, “I have ever been sorry for things I did or tried to do in my professional life. I am sorry for the things I 
could have done but didn’t do. We can’t do the job that needs to be done for the McGregor Lakes Area without considering 
a different management structure such as a Watershed District.”    

In subsequent newsletters the BSLA will provide information on the different watershed organizations and their capabilities.  

Clearing Up Confusion on 
the Duck Hunting Law

That’s right! My last name is Ladd now! For those of you who have saved my contact information 
previously, the phone number is still the same (218-429-2021), the address is the same (PO Box 
509, McGregor), but the email address has changed to amber.ladd@state.mn.us.  

The Big Sandy area has been quite busy this fall with duck hunting and fall angling. Some 
calls have come in with questions about trespass as it relates to duck hunters. Many lakeshore 
owners have asked about “the 500 foot rule.” Below is the statute that they are referring to:

97B.001 TRESPASS.  Subd. 7.Use of firearms and taking in certain areas. 
(a) Unless otherwise provided by law, a person may not discharge a firearm within 500 feet 

of a building occupied by a human or livestock without the written permission of the owner, 
occupant, or lessee:

(1) on another person’s private land, if the land is not a licensed shooting preserve; or
(2) on a public road right-of-way.
(b) No person may discharge a firearm within 500 feet of a stockade or corral confining 

livestock for the purpose of normal livestock holding or sorting operations without the permission of the owner, occupant, 
or lessee. This paragraph does not apply to persons hunting during an established hunting season on state-owned or local 
government-owned land that is not a road right-of-way. For the purposes of this paragraph, a “stockade or corral” means a 
fenced enclosure for confining livestock that does not enclose an area greater than one acre.

Notice that the 500-foot rule only applies if you (the hunter) are on another person’s private land (not your own land), or 
on a public road right-of-way. Additionally, the corral subdivision.  

Realize also that this is the state law. Several counties, cities, and townships in the state have more restrictive firearms 
discharge rules.  

That all being said, it is legal for a duck hunter to be in the water adjacent to lakeshore that is not theirs, partially concealed 
by vegetation.  It is not legal to put “no trespassing” signs in the water.  

As always, feel free to call or email me with thoughts or questions. 

by Amber Ladd, 
Conservation Officer, McGregor
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UPCOMING EVENTS AND  AREA INFORMATION

You can find updates, copies of newsletter articles, 
coming events and area information, 

as well as the minutes of the monthly board meetings.

Big Sandy Lake Association 
Mission Statement

WITH RESPECT FOR FUTURE GENERATIONS, 

THE MISSION OF THE BIG SANDY LAKE 

ASSOCIATION -- THROUGH EDUCATION, LEADERSHIP, 

AND BY EXAMPLE -- IS TO PROTECT AND IMPROVE 

WATER QUALITY, PROMOTE BEST-PRACTICE 

SHORELINE MANAGEMENT AND USE, AND SEEK 

BALANCE AND HARMONY BETWEEN THE RIGHTS OF 

PROPERTY OWNERS AND EXISTING (AND PROPOSED) 

RULES, REGULATIONS, STATUTES, AND LAWS. 


